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VITA

Critics and judges repeatedly emphasize the 

soulful and poetic touch, the especially beautiful 

tone and the great musical energy and intensity in 

the playing of Natalia Ehwald.

Natalia Ehwald began playing piano at the age of 

five, and soon after played recitals and had her 

first engagements as a soloist with an orchestra. 

She played her debut in the US at the age of 24. 

Since then she regularly undertakes concert tours 

throughout Europe, Asia and America.

She has played guest performances with the Radio 

Symphony Orchestra Warsaw, the Shenzhen 

Symphony Orchestra, the Hamburg Symphony 

Orchestra, the Rubinstein Philharmonic Orchestra 

Lodz, the Magdeburg Philharmonic, the Mittel-

sächsische Philharmonie and the Zielona Gora 

Philharmonic, among others. She has performed 

at venues including the Berlin Philharmonic Hall, 

the Konzerthaus Berlin and the Hamburger 

Musikhalle, and at festivals such as the Sommerli-

che Musiktage Hitzacker and Puplinge Classique 

in Geneva.

Already early in her career she won prizes at natio-

nal and international competitions, including the 

Czerny Competition in Prague in 1999 and at the 

Grotrian-Steinweg Competition in Braunschweig in 

1997.

More competition successes followed, including 

first prize at the International Greta-Erikson Com-

petition in Sweden in 2000, and first prize and spe-

cial prize of the Menuhin Foundation at the Robert 

Schumann Competition for young pianists in 

Zwickau.

In 2006 Natalia Ehwald won the “Prize for Special 

Creativity” at the International SEILER Competition 

in Greece, and one year later she won second 

prize at the Competition of the Cultural Society of 

the German Business and Commerce Association. 

She was supported by a scholarship of the Oscar 

and Vera Ritter Foundation and was a stipendiary 

of the Hans and Eugenia Jütting Foundation as 

well as the Gotthard Schierse Foundation.

Natalia Ehwald was born in Jena in 1983. After four 

years of tuition at the music school “Schloss 

Belvedere” in Weimar with professor Sigrid 

Lehmstedt, she became at the age of 16 a student 

at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki in the class of 

professor Erik T. Tawaststjerna. She received 

probably her most important artistic impetus from 

her longtime teacher Evgeni Koroliv, in whose 

masterclass she began her study at the Hoch-

schule für Musik und Theater Hamburg in 2002. 

There she passed both her diploma and subse-

quent Konzertexamen with distinction. She recei-

ved further musical stimulation from Arie Vardi, 

Bernard Ringeissen and Georg Sava.

Natalia Ehwald has produced radio recordings in 

cooperation with Deutschlandfunk, NDRKultur as 

well as Polskie Radio. From 2009 to 2011 she was 

an assistant professor at the Hochschule für Musik 

und Theater Hamburg. She lives in Berlin.

“… like an improvisation created by 

sweat and inner glow, but at the same 

time played disarmingly natural and 

straightforward.”  
 

– Der Tagesspiegel
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PRESS VOICES

„Then, the shock: the young pianist Natalia Ehwald 

enters the hitherto disturbingly non-committal place, 

and puts a simply breathteaking interpretation of 

Schumann’s Kreisleriana into the pittoresquely 

dere-lict Sophien-hall. It is incredible how this 

woman labours for every shade of tone. (…)  In this 

way, we experience Schumann’s cycle as an 

interpretation created from sweat and an inner 

blaze, which nevertheless is played in a disarmingly 

natural and straightforward manner.“  

– Der Tagesspiegel

„Natalia Ehwald’s playing has, it can be said, an 

almost religious quality: never mannered  but 

arising from the deepest, most honest sensibility. 

The harmlessly burbling Sonata (G-Major D 894) 

from Schubert’s middle-creative period seems to 

burst under her monumental approach. Particular-

ly Ehwald’s take on the contrasts in dynamics, 

though intended by Schubert, is extreme. Here 

even a little piece like this can be the stage for 

existencial struggle.“ 

– Der Tagesspiegel

„Clara Schumann’s piano concerto  […] was the 

seldomly-heard cherry on the cake of this eve-

ning’s program, because Natalia Ehwald at the 

piano found the right mixture of romantic passion 

(in the wild first movement and classicist sober-

ness (during the andante). She added a fascinating 

technique to this many-layered interpretation: the 

way she uncovered structures even in the thickest 

melee of the final movement was real art.“  

– Freie Presse

„In singing, the term “mezza voce” describes the 

art of articulating melodic lines evenly and expres-

sively in reduced dynamics. This term, transferred 

to the piano, sprang to my mind when I encounte-

red Natalia Ehwald’s interpretations. Her playing is 

– without being unable to portray dramatic or 

bizarre expressions – of a characteristic discretion, 

calmly internalised and virtually fundamentally 

lyric, a pleasant contrast to the highly virtuosic, yet 

emotionless, rat races of many young interpretors. 

I do not intend to conjure up gender stereotypes 

here, but to me Natalia Ehwald’s approach to 

Schumann and Schubert – devotedly sensitive, 

touching dreamlike wonder – seems to be endea-

ringly feminine, and is yet (or rather: therefore) 

capable, as a first among equals, to shape the final 

Polonaise by Clara Schumann, employing stimula-

ting rubati with effortless ease, into a  buoyant and 

elegant ensemble performance.“  

– Gerald Felber, Deutschlandradio Kultur
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